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Kalender 

February 1 Cars, Coffee & Chat - 10:00 am to noon at The Block 
Kitchen and Lounge at 2411  4 St NW 

February 12 Social & General Meeting  - social starts at 6:00 PM and 
meeting at 7:30 pm - 10:00 pm,  Austrian-Canadian Club, 
3112   11th St NE 

March 7 Cars, Coffee & Chat - 10:00 am to noon at The Block 
Kitchen and Lounge at 2411 4 St NW 

March 11 Social & General Meeting  - Social starts at 6:00 PM and 
meeting at 7:30 pm - 10:00 pm,  Austrian-Canadian Club, 
3112   11th St NE 

March 29 Indoor Kart racing at Speeders – A day of friendly 
competition organized by Kyle Ho as a collaboration of 
Speeders, BMWCSA and CSA (Calgary Speeders Addict 
race series). Details at: http://msreg.com/CSAEvent3  
 

April 4 Cars, Coffee & Chat - 10:00 am to noon at The Block 
Kitchen and Lounge at 2411 4 St NW 

April 8 Social & General Meeting  - Social starts at 6:00 PM and 
meeting at 7:30 pm - 10:00 pm,  Austrian-Canadian Club, 
3112  11th St NE 

May 2 Cars, Coffee & Chat, 10:00 am to noon at The Block 
Kitchen and Lounge at 2411 4 St NW 

May 13 Social & General Meeting - Social starts at 6:00 PM and 
meeting at 7:30 pm - 10:00 pm, Austrian-Canadian Club, 
3112  11th St NE 

June 6 3rd Annual Street Survival School – see 
www.bmwcsa.ca/TRSS for details and registration. 

 

 

Membership in BMWCSA 

 

Membership is a family affair with many of our events devised with family 

participation in mind. The family membership of $60 for one year, $105 for two 

years and $150 for three years covers all household family members. You do not 

have to own a BMW to be a Club member! 

 To join the club, download the membership form from the link below and fill 

in your details: http://bmwcsa.ca/resources/Membership-Application.pdf 

 For more info, or to submit your membership application, please 

email Glen Cook or Victor Yuen at: membership@bmwcsa.ca 

 Membership privileges include newsletters and participation in many social and 

motoring activities, plus a 15% discount on parts & lifestyle accessories at BMW 

Dealerships. After one year of membership, you will also enjoy a 2% Rebate off 

MRSP on either a new car or motorcycle from BMW Canada. This discount is based 

on MRSP and not on your negotiated price.    Also many of our advertising 

sponsors, whose ads appear in our newsletters, offer discounts to members for 

parts and services. Please remember to show your BMWCSA card and identify 

yourself as a club member when purchasing parts, accessories and service. 

 

 We would like to welcome to the Club: 
 Mackenzie Stewart (2017 Honda Accord Coupe) 

BMW Club of Southern Alberta 

The BMW Club of Southern Alberta is a member club of the BMW Club of 
Canada. The BMW Club of Canada is a founding national member of the 
International Council of BMW Clubs. 
 

Mailing Address: PO Box 75012 Cambrian, Calgary, Alberta T2K 6J8 

General  e-mail:  email@bmwcsa.ca 

Website:  www.bmwcsa.ca 

Facebook:  BMW Club of Southern Alberta (@bmwcsa96) 

Instagram:  @bmwcsa96 

Twitter:  @bmwcsa96 

YouTube:  BMW Club of Southern Alberta 

 

Freude am Fahren [Joy of Driving] Newsletter 

 The BMW Club of Southern Alberta (BMWCSA) publishes Freude am Fahren in 
print 4 times per year and emails Joy of Driving 6 times per year. 

 Ideas and opinions are those of the authors, without authentication by or liability 
to the BMWCSA, its Editors, Directors or Officers. BMWCSA reserves the right to 
modify or edit any material or submissions. 

 Material in this newsletter may describe vehicle modifications or procedures that 
may void your warranty, cause your car to fail emissions tests, or make your 
insurance company or agent unhappy. BMWCSA, its Editors, Directors and Officers 
are not responsible for any consequences that may ensue from such modifications. 

 Please send Articles, Mail, Classifieds and advertising to Chris Tworek, Editor, at 
Tworek@bmwcsa.ca 

 Please submit photos at 300 dpi in tiff or jpg format, and text submissions in MS 
Word or alternative format by arrangement with editor 

 Print Deadline: 15th of the month preceding or by arrangement with Editor 

 Advertisement Deadline: last Wednesday of the Month preceding 

 Classified Ads are free to members; $50/month to non-members 

 Please send Address Changes to Glen Cook at  membership@bmwcsa.ca 

Directors and Officers 
Please limit phone calls to between the hours of 9:00 AM and 9:00 PM 

President & Director 
Greg Walsh 
403-286-2248 
walsh@bmwcsa.ca  
 

Newsletter Editor,  
Vice-President & Director 
Chris Tworek 
403-238-8049 
tworek@bmwcsa.ca  

Treasurer & 
Director  
Jeff Trost 
trost@bmwcsa.ca  
 

Secretary & Director 
Rainer Kahl 
kahl@bmwcsa.ca 
 

Social Media Manager & 
Director 
Victor Yuen 
victor@bmwcsa.ca 

National Club 
Liaison & Director  
Greg Walsh 
walsh@bmwcsa.ca 

Directors At Large  
Ray Hansen 
Heather Mercier 
Gord Anderson 
Brian DeBoeck 

 
Membership Coordinator 
Glen Cook 
403-274-8716 
membership@bmwcsa.ca 

 
Event Coordination 
Greg Walsh 
events@bmwcsa.ca 
 

 
 
Welcome Committee 
Heather Mercier 
Robert Norum 
welcome@bmwcsa.ca 
 

 
 
Motorsport Coordinator 
Gary Coleman 
coleman@bmwcsa.ca 
 
 

 Webmaster 
Michelle Belanger 
 
Newsletter 
Production Editors 
Margaret Cook 
Michelle Belanger 

 

 

On the cover:   Automotive Life – source: BMW.com (see article in Newsletter) 
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                     Greg Walsh 

 
 

I mentioned last month that our Board of Directors was expanded 
at the December AGM, from six to nine Directors. This band of worthy 
volunteers met in early January to sort out responsibilities and appoint 
your Executive. 

 
The first task was to appoint a new Treasurer. Gord Anderson, who 

was the founding treasurer and has been Treasurer for time 
immemorial, decided it was time to breath. We will miss Gord’s sure 
hand on our cheque book but we are pleased that Gord is staying on as 
Director-at-Large. He will provide continuity and the Corporate 
Memory. I extend the Club’s and my personal sincere thanks to Gord 
for his years of dedication. 

 
Jeff Trost, CPA, one of our newly elected Directors, is the new 

Treasurer.  Jeff is a regular at our Saturday CC&C’s showing off his 
highly polished 2011 3er. Welcome on board, Jeff! 

 
Another of our new Directors, Heather Mercier, has for the last 

couple of years co-partnered our Welcoming Committee along with Rob 
Norum. This function has now been recognized as a dedicated activity 
with its own mandate and email address. If you are new(ish) to the Club 
and want more information/direction on our activities please drop 
Heather or Rob a line at welcome@bmwcsa.ca . 

 
Ray Hansen is the other newly elected Director welcomed on board. 

He is also a regular at the CC&C gatherings as well as an ardent Tour 
participant. Ray will be a Director-at-Large. His current contributions 
are helping the Board and Executive sort through the tangled web of 
governance issues. 

 
The other executive positions were reappointed to the incumbents. 

See the Contacts section of our web page and newsletters for individual 
appointments and contacts. 

 
I wish to thank in advance Bryce Walsh of Hagerty Insurance for his 

informative presentation on collectable BMW valuations. We will report 
more next month on this event that was held on January 23rd at the 
Austrian Canadian Club. 

 
We have several upcoming events to note on your Kalender. The 

first is a day of indoor Kart racing at Speeders on March 29th.  Kyle Ho 
of SpecR has set up the Calgary Speeders Addict (CSA) race series. Our 
event will be the third such event this year and is a collaboration among 
Speeders, CSA and BMWCSA. See http://msreg.com/CSAEvent3 for all 
details. 

 
Don’t forget the annual Father’s Day Drive June 21st. Last year we 

decided to shake things up a bit and change the Father’s Day route. I 
would appreciate your feedback and suggestions for this year’s route: 
email events@bmwcsa.ca with Father’s Day Route in the Subject line. 

 
The third annual Tire Rack Street Survival car control school for new 

drivers will be held on June 6th, 2020. If you know of a young driver 
who would benefit from experience in handling their car in emergency 
situations, please let them know of this School. Better yet, sponsor their 
admission. See www.bmwcsa.ca/TRSS and future Upcoming Events 
emails for all details and registration. 

 

 
 
 
While I’m speaking of Street Survival, I have been asked by Garry 

Coleman, the School Director, to put out a request for new Instructors.  
TRSS is all about car control dynamics and definitely not about racing. 
There is a very comprehensive training program that was described in 
last September’s Newsletter (see www.bmwcsa.ca/membership-
overview/newsletter-archive/).   If you have taken any High 
Performance or other Driving Schools and want a chance to teach road 
safety to the next generation, please contact Gary Coleman at 

coleman@bmwcsa.ca.  
 
Our Club succeeds because its members step forward.  

Thank you all! 

I wish you Joy of your BMW! 
Greg Walsh, President 

 

 

▼ Street Survival June 2019 
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BMW Bucket Trip List 

 

Snow and cold got you down?  BMW has an answer! 

BMW has recently revamped their website (BMW.com), adding an 
Automotive Life section just so the driving junkie can see what is just 
beyond the next twisty set of curves. It is a great add with many travel 
photos and tantalizing ideas.  Five minutes on the site just makes you 
want to jump behind the wheel and go! 

One section is the Top Ten Bucket List, described like this: 
 “Are you ready to retire so you will have time to do all those things 
you’ve been dreaming about for years – finally cleaning out the 
basement, spending your afternoons channel surfing, taking self-
improvement courses at the local college? ‘No, I am a car guy/girl,’ you 
say. So, you dream of spending time under the hood restoring that 
sweet vintage find, scouting out a road with the tightest hairpin turns, 
or just cruising down the highway watching the landscape unfold before 
you?  If this sounds more your speed (ha ha!), then you need to check 
out our bucket list for car enthusiasts.” 

 Mille Miglia 

 Pan-America Highway 

 Goodwood Festival of Speed 

 Tour of an electric car factory 

 Le Mans 

 Stelvio Pass* 

 Essen Motor Show 

 Car restoration 

 Pebble Beach Concours d’Elegance* 

*Ahh , yes … the Stelvio Pass – memories of Dolomites 2014 and 
Switzerland 2018 trips, and the Pebble Beach Concurs d’Elegance was 
the Monterrey 2016 tour! 

 
Dropping a couple of photos into this newsletter does not do the 

Bucket List justice, so just go to the link below. This link also gives you 
some great ideas and photos for Northern and Southern European 
tours: https://www.bmw.com/en/automotive-life/bucket-list-for-car-
enthusiasts.html 
  
And, if you really need more than your passport, Visa card and a clean 
T-shirt, click the following link to get yourself fully prepared: 
https://www.bmw.com/en/automotive-life/road-trip-essentials-
europe.html 
 

Northern European Tour 

The Northern Germany Tour (September 17 – October 4, 2020) is 
well booked with 12 cars.  

 

There are a couple of spots open and if you are interested, contact: 
Wallace Chow (wdchow@outlook.com)  
or Gerard Mercier (gmercier5@shaw.ca). 

 
Continued on page 6 
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https://www.bmw.com/en/automotive-life/road-trip-essentials-europe.html
https://www.bmw.com/en/automotive-life/road-trip-essentials-europe.html
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  Continued from page 5 

Spain 2021 

Chris Tworek (tworek@bmwcsa.ca) and Ray Hansen 
(hansen@bmwcsa.ca) have restarted planning the Spain Tour for 2021. 
The primary trip is a circle tour out of Madrid through Andalusia, hitting 
all the high spots like old Madrid, the Alhambra in Granada, Gibraltar, 
Seville, Cordoba and perhaps the F1 Track outside of Madrid. Pre- and 
post-tours could include Barcelona and Portugal, and perhaps Morocco. 
However, keep in mind that Spain, even with its ultra-modern roads 
and freeways, is actually quite a large country and just doing our 1900 
km trip is a two-week adventure. 

We have already had input from several club members and friends 
who have recently been to Spain. When planning started last year, we 
used Evaneos, a Spanish tour agency, to lay out a possible tour. We are 
looking at other options also, including our current tour company. 

We will be incorporating several ideas including multi-night 
locations (to minimize that moving feeling!) and staying at Paradoes, 
which are historic sites totally modernized into high quality rooms and 
restaurants. The ones we are looking at have many local attractions. 

We are also entertaining a few locations where we can get “Head of 
the Line” access, potentially with guides to maximize the experience 
without fighting crowds, for example at the Alhambra and in Gibraltar. 

Details will be forthcoming in a future newsletter.  
We already have a high degree of interest. If you have interest or 

input, please contact the organizers above. 

 

 
▲ Almeria, Spain 

   
 ▲ Madrid, Spain     ▲  The Rock, Gibraltar 

 
 

 

mailto:tworek@bmwcsa.ca
mailto:hansen@bmwcsa.ca
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German Car Lovers Push Back 

 

Our evolution has never been a straight line  

Many pundits push the notion that we are within moments of an 
automotive revolution where internal combustion will be replaced by 
electrics and autonomous driving will give us more time to play with 
our phones. Furthermore, there is a belief that massive protesting will 
lead to scientific breakthroughs on complicated environmental issues 
and potentially force a new way of living.  Sometimes, it is interesting 
just to stand back and see what is happening in other parts of the globe 
and, especially, in the birthplace of our beloved brand …. 

One of the fastest growing movements in Germany, Fridays for 
Habraum (Horsepower in German), has signed more than 566,000 
members – more than of the country’s biggest political party.  

They oppose climate activists' calls to limit the use of cars. 
Politicians are taking them seriously because, unlike the Fridays for 
Future movement and its leader Greta Thunberg, most members of the 
Fridays for Horsepower group can vote.   

 

Fridays for Horsepower was started by Christopher Grau, a full-time 
mechanic who mostly repairs Fords, and who runs a four-man tuner 
shop called Beast Factory.  

This past September, he posted a short Facebook entry to vent his 
frustration with all the climate demonstrations. It became an overnight 
sensation with over 150,000 people watching a rather shaky home-
made video with terrible sound. A friend created a Facebook group 
called Fridays for Hubraum (Fridays for Horsepower) and made Grau an 
administrator. According to the group's description, they intend to 
"counter the rampant climate mania with some fun." And they wrote: 
"There are more of us." 

"Apparently I struck a nerve," Grau says. The response has been 
overwhelming.   

See https://www.facebook.com/groups/FridaysforHubraum/ 

Be warned that the site is in German.  
Grau's group pushes for better synthetic and biofuels and is against 

the child labour and environmental damage that cobalt and lithium 
mining currently cause. The group is a sign of the growing dismay felt 
by many German voters and shows just how polarized German society 
is over the climate issue. 

Walking through a major German city on a Friday, a person could be 
forgiven for thinking the Germans are all on the same page when it 
comes to environmental protection. But while many parents write 
permission slips for their children to attend Greta’s and other climate 
protests, another segment of society sees this new protest wave as a 
direct assault on their way of life and every aspect of their parents' 
generation. 

In Hamburg and Munich, owners of SUVs find notes on their 
vehicles that say things like, "Your car is too big," or, "Climate change 
leaves me feeling cold."  There are also more detailed messages like,  

 
 
"Ever consider taking responsibility for your actions? Or does your ego 
need such a flashy car?"  There are also calls for all new housing to be 
built without parking spaces and for inner cities to ban cars. 

For many people, the climate debate has long since snowballed into 
all-encompassing questions: How am I allowed to live? How should I 
live? And who has the right to tell me what to do?  

Germans might be more amicable to living more sustainably if they 
didn't associate this with the touchy subject of increasing government 
interference in people's daily lives. Plus, it's no secret that Germans love 
their cars and, like in North America, many still view them as a symbol of 
freedom.  

That is what's happening with Fridays for Hubraum - over half a 
million people have banded together on Facebook in reaction to Fridays 
for Future. Perhaps the movements are not comparable as one is a 
Facebook group and the other turned out over one million people for 
the September 20th street protests. 

But the horsepower aficionados are mostly adults, and unlike many 
of the Friday demonstrators, they are eligible to vote. This is why they 
are taken so seriously and why the politicians are worried not only about 
votes, but, more importantly, about the possibility of France’s Yellow 
Vest protests starting in Germany. 

The Yellow Vest mass movement was sparked by a planned fuel tax 
increase and then morphed into many other issues including pension 
reform. The insurgents, many of whom live in impoverished rural areas 
where there are no trains and only sporadic bus service, were soon 
joined by right-wing populist protesters. The German government 
coalition hasn't forgotten the protests against the proposed ban on 
diesel vehicles in Stuttgart because of fine particle emissions. 

Just like in all parts of the world, the numerous German political 
parties are struggling with the climate package trying to appease all 
sides. That is one of the reasons it took much wrangling among the 
parties to set the introductory Carbon Tax for one ton of CO2 at only 
have to pay €10 ($11) or roughly half of the current rate in Canada. 

It is also why various politicians either embrace or attack Fridays for 
Horsepower depending on their platform. 

 

▲The Fridays for Horsepower fan page on Facebook has already  
attracted over a half-million views. 

 
 
Summarised from Oct 15, 2019 Der Speigel International  
plus National Post and U.K. Guardian press feeds 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/FridaysforHubraum/
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Sales of Electric Vehicles Plummet without Subsidies 

 

Ontario cancelled the rebate of up to $14,000 for electric vehicles, 
saying that the money was going to people who could already afford 
expensive cars. In the first six months of 2019 sales were down 59% 
compared to the same period in 2018 (2,933 vs 7,110). Rebates are key 
because the up-front cost of an electric vehicle can be anywhere from 
$10,000 to $30,000 more than a similar gas-powered car and range 
anxiety is always listed alongside as a major issue. Nationally, the 
federal government introduced a $5,000 rebate last spring, but EVs and 
Hybrids are still only 3.5% of sales, a far cry from the government's 
target of 10% by 2025. Canada, overall, has some 26 million cars and 
light trucks. 

The same EV trend happened in Denmark when they started 
reducing subsidies—plug-in car registrations went from 4762 in 2015 to 
913 in 2017. 

Norway, on the other hand, has sales of around 60,000 electric 
vehicles per year with total sales around 150,000.  There is a wide range 
of incentives from eliminating the 25% VAT on EVs, free tolls and use of 
bus lanes plus heavy taxation on gas and diesel cars. The fleet of plug-in 
electric vehicles in Norway is the largest per capita in the world. In 
March 2014, Norway became the first country where one in every 100 
passenger cars on the road was a plug-in electric; the market 
penetration passed 5% in December 2016, and attained 10% in October 
2018. That still leaves 90% as conventional and there are many stories 
about the two-car family having the EV for city use and the 
conventional for trips outside cities.  

Meanwhile, the US Congress has turned down expanding EV credits. 
There is a basic $7500 EV tax credit which is limited to the first 200,000 
vehicles by manufacturer. Tesla and GM have blown through this limit. 
Also, while some states are still offering their own incentives, over half 
the states are planning or implementing ways to charge EV owners for 
the road tax lost on gasoline. US sales of EVs and hybrids dropped from 
around 350,000 in 2018 to about 300,000 in 2019. There is an issue of 
some car makers not willing to disclose sales data, so these might be 
soft numbers complied by InsideEvs.com. 

Under the general heading of North American consumers not 
reacting to the popular press notions, and according to Driving.ca and 
Desrosiers, sales of SUVs and light trucks are now 75% of the Canadian 
and US market.  

In Canada, Ford was the top seller, with the Ford F150 being 52% of 
its sales. The 146,064 F150s sold (roughly three times BMW Canada’s 
annual sales) are about 7% of the 1.92 million vehicles sold in Canada in 
2019. Three of the ten top-selling brands have no sedans or electric 
vehicles.  BMW Canada’s press site indicates that BMW trends followed 
the industry, with about 66% of BMWs (excluding MINIs) being “light 
trucks” (BMW parlance for SUV) versus about 60% in 2018. It appears 
the gain was made on performance versions of the X3, X4 and X5.  

BMW Canada press reports indicate that the new all-electric MINI, 
an exclusive MINI Cooper SE First Edition, commenced pre-ordering in 
December, and 100% of the available vehicles have already been 
reserved by customers, although no numbers are available. 
 
Sources: BMW Press Group, Driving.ca, Desrosiers, InsideEvs.com, 
GoodCarBadCar 
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BMW World 

 

Did You Know? 

We were talking at a recent CC&C about repairing car damage, 
when a member brought up that the only way to truly guarantee that 
your BMW is repaired to exact BMW standards and specifications is to 
take it to a BMW Certified Collision Repair Center (CCRC). 

To quote BMW Canada, a CCRC is partnered with an authorized 
BMW retailer. This partnership gives them direct access to certified 
BMW technicians for all technical assistance as well as being able to 
have direct access to OEM parts through their partnered retailer. A 
certificate is presented upon completion of the work specifying that 
only BMW OEM parts and procedures were used during the repair and 
your vehicle has been restored to factory standards. 

It is important to note that any BMW that is leased with BMW 
Financial Services is required, per their lease contract, to have all their 
body repairs done at a BMW CCRC.  In Calgary, the Dilawri Collision 
Centre and Contemporary Coachworks are listed as CCRCs by BMW 
Canada. 

This is not to say that other shops including those of our advertisers 
do not do quality work. We have been taken through the process at 
several of our advertisers, where any insurance repair must return the 
vehicle to absolute road safe standards and there are clear standards 
for parts quality and procedures. The same goes for regular 
maintenance. There are also well-trained or factory-trained technicians 
in many shops, not to mention state of the art diagnostic equipment 
and speciality tools.   

Furthermore, there are economic considerations, especially on 
older vehicles, where good quality after-market parts or salvaged body 
panels can extend the life of a still-solid driver. Examples include 
electrical and mechanical components plus tires and rims, not to 
mention having alignments done on the latest alignment racks such as 
the Hunter units. 
 For more information regarding BMW’s CCRCs please visit: 
https://www.bmw.ca/en/topics/offers-and-services/service-
workshop/BMW-CCRCs.html. 
   
Source: BMW Canada 
 

 

1994 BMW 850 CSi  

Until very recently, you had troubles giving away an original 8-
series. The 850 V12 model was seen as problematic, with the V-8 
powered 840s considered far more reliable and easier to maintain.  

We were therefore blown away at the October 2019 Sotheby’s 
Auction where an immaculate, ‘still in factory box’ 1994 850 CSi went 
for a ‘meagre’ £184,000 ($237,000 USD)!   

This, however, was inclusive of the applicable buyer's fee, which is 
usually 20% on the first $100,000 and 12% on the remainder. 

 
From the Sotheby’s catalog: 
 

1994 BMW 850 CSi 
Sold For £184,000 
Inclusive of applicable buyer's fee. 
RM | Sotheby's - LONDON 24 OCTOBER 2019  

Chassis No. WBSEG91030CC00692 

 Offered from the Youngtimer Collection 

 Just 3,600 km from new 

 Desirable 5.6-litre V-12 with six-speed manual gearbox 

 Retains its original invoice, owner’s manuals, and toolkit 
 

 

The E31-generation BMW 8 Series was launched at the Frankfurt 
Motor Show in September 1989, and despite being the replacement for 
the outgoing E24 6 Series, it was worlds apart from its predecessor. The 
product of almost ten years of research and development at a cost of 
over 1.5 billion DM, the 8 Series was aimed at a different market and 
priced accordingly, introducing BMW buyers to a level of performance 
and luxury that had previously been the reserve of Mercedes, Bentley, 
Ferrari, and Lamborghini. 

At the very pinnacle of the range stood the 850 CSi. Launched in 
1992, it was far more than just a tuned version of the 850i on which it 
was based. Its bored-out 5.6-litre V-12 engine was revised so 
significantly that BMW gave it a new engine code entirely: S70B56. 
Power leapt from 296 bhp to a far more interesting 375 bhp, and torque 
climbed from 450 Nm to 550 Nm, resulting in a 0–60 mph benchmark of 
5.7 seconds, rather than 7 seconds with the 850i. It also featured a 
revised suspension setup to harness the extra power, featuring a lower 
stance and stiffer springs and dampers. The steering was modified with 
a quicker ratio, and reassuringly, the brakes were uprated with floating 
ventilated discs. Even the wing mirrors were resculpted to improve 
aerodynamics, alongside reshaped front and rear bumpers. Naturally, it 
was only offered with a manual six-speed gearbox so as not to dilute the 
driving experience. 

This particular 850 CSi was delivered in September 1994 by BMW 
Leipzig in Germany, and it remained in Germany until 2016, when it was 
bought by its current owner and imported to Switzerland. It is 
undoubtedly one of the finest examples in existence, having only 
covered 3,600 km to date, and presents accordingly in spectacular 
condition, its Diamantschwarz metallic black paintwork gleaming and its 
black-and-silver/grey two-tone interior free of wear. It is also equipped 
with an enviable list of optional extras which include: an electric sliding 
sunroof; electric rear window blind; luxury velour carpets; high-gloss 
maple trim; uprated BMW Professional sound system, and fully electric 
front seats. 

Just 1,510 examples of the 850 CSi were produced during the global 
recession that plagued the 1990s. It was as close as BMW would ever 
get to a full fat ‘M8’ and is already an iconic modern classic. This unique 
example is fit for even the most discerning collection. 
 
There you go …. 
 
Source: Sotheby Auctions 
https://rmsothebys.com/en/auctions/lf19/london/lots/r0010-1994-
bmw-850-csi/797019 

https://www.bmw.ca/en/topics/offers-and-services/service-workshop/BMW-CCRCs.html
https://www.bmw.ca/en/topics/offers-and-services/service-workshop/BMW-CCRCs.html
https://rmsothebys.com/en/auctions/lf19/london/lots/r0010-1994-bmw-850-csi/797019
https://rmsothebys.com/en/auctions/lf19/london/lots/r0010-1994-bmw-850-csi/797019
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the world support the development of AI software, allowing the 
automaker to focus primarily on the advancement of specific AI 
applications in production and logistics.  
 
  Source: BMW Press Feed 
 
 

 
 

first time. This era started some three decades ago and the focus is 
on super sports cars the likes of which have not been seen in any 
other period. The category of “Hypercars of the 1990s” is dedicated 
to extreme models that broke through all previously defined 
boundaries for design, technology and power, and were 
consequently an expression of boundless enthusiasm for 
innovations, extravagance and targeted provocations. 
Irrespective of their comparatively young age, these vehicles have 
already achieved the status of legends. The fascinating history of 
their creation and their exceptional level of exclusivity enables them 
to blend seamlessly into the field of participants.  

The award class of “Pre-war Roadsters” returns down memory 
lane to the pre-war era of the automobile, recalling the genre of 
lightweight, open-top sports cars that immediately attained 
popularity. This class will also honour the 90th anniversary of BMW 
roadsters. In 1930 – just a few months after the company started up 
automobile production – the BMW 3/15 PS DA3 Type Wartburg was 
presented. It was the brand’s first sports car, an open-top two-
seater that was an instant success in motor sport from a standing 
start. This automobile was named after the iconic landmark of 
Eisenach, the city where the first BMW automobiles were produced.  

continued on page 11 

   
 
 
Munich/Las Vegas.  On 7 January, Auto Bild and Computer Bild 
magazines presented BMW with their Connected Car Award in the 
Pioneer category. The winner is selected by a jury of experts comprised 
of editors from both publications, honoring particularly innovative 
solutions, such as the use of artificial intelligence in production.  

BMW has been applying AI solutions in production for some time 
now. One example: In the final inspection area at the Dingolfing plant, 
vehicle order data is compared to a live image of the model 
designation of the newly produced car. If live image and order data 
don’t match, if, for example, a designation such as “xDrive” is missing, 
the workers carrying out the final inspection receive a notification.   

The BMW Group’s Intranet of Things (IoT) platform ensures a 
smooth integration of new AI applications into production IT. Workers 
can choose the most suitable tools from a digital toolbox, combine 
them into their own solutions and install them via plug and play.  

In December 2019, BMW publicly shared parts of its innovative 
digital image tagging software, which has been successfully applied 
in various AI applications. In turn, software developers all around 
 
 
 
 
 
Munich/Cernobbio.    Should you have a trailer queen or have just 
managed to scoop something from a Sotheby Auction, then the 
Concorso d’Eleganza Villa d’Este 2020 in Cernobbio, Northern Italy will 
be of interest to you.  

On the weekend of May 22 to 24, BMW Group Classic and the 
Grand Hotel Villa d’Este will present the world’s most exclusive and 
traditional beauty contest for classic vehicles.  

However, please wait for your call. The Selecting Committee calls 
on the owners of extraordinary classic vehicles from all eras of 
automobile history to register their vehicles. 

A total of around 50 classic automobiles with an exceptional 
history will compete for victory in their individual award class and their 
owners will be in contention to win the coveted Trofeo BMW Group 
for the “Best of Show.” An equally illustrious field of historic 
motorcycles will compete in the Concorso di Motociclette, which is 
being held for the tenth time. 

The Selecting Committee has defined the first three award classes 
for historic cars. The categories highlight the exceptionally broad 
spectrum of classic cars that traditionally represent all the eras from 
automobile history at the Concorso d’Eleganza Villa d’Este. In 2020, 
this spectrum is bigger than ever.  

Exceptional automobiles from the 1990s will be presented for the 
 

BMW World Continued from page 9 

BMW w    “     c     a  Awa  ” f r use of artificial intelligence (AI) in production 

◄ Villa d’Este at Cernobbio,  
on the east shore of  
Lake Como, Italy 

 
 
 
 

Trofeo BMW Group    ,          
for Best in Show ► 

 

 

R g    a     f    h     c       El ga za V lla   E    2020    Lak    m , Italy has opened 

     

◄ Villa d’Este, Cernobbio, on  
east shore of Lake Como, Italy 

 
 
 

Trophy for the Best in Show, 
Trofeo BMW Group  ►  
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numerous films and in real life. Unique episodes from criminal history, 
spectacular car chases from famous feature films, and the vehicles 
that played a starring role are likely to create a sensation at the classic 
show on the shores of Lake Como.  
Source: BMW Press Group 

BMW World Continued from page 10 

Another award class for the Concorso d’Eleganza Villa d’Este 
2020 bears the title “Cops and Robbers – Fast Cars from Both Sides 
of the Law”. This class will feature automobiles that symbolize the 
age-old tussle between miscreants and police officers as featured in  
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http://calgarybmw.ca/service/index.htm

